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Introduction
As the legal sector becomes ever more digitally
connected, the complex technology ecosystem
that underpins vital processes, communication and
compliance is being targeted by highly organised
and effective criminals. The situation is increasingly
concerning, and according to The Law Society, the
sector is “at significant and growing risk of cybercrime,
cyber attacks and scams.”
For instance, the UK’s Solicitors Regulation Authority
(SRA), reported in September last year that cyberattacks
on firms “saw a total of more than £4m of client money
stolen. While £3.6m of this was ultimately claimed
against insurance policies, a further £400,000 had to
be repaid directly from firms’ own money.” What’s more,
one firm lost around £150,000 worth of billable hours
following an attack which crippled their systems.
This contributes to a challenge of truly unprecedented
proportions, and according to research by Cybersecurity
Ventures, the total cost of cybercrime to the global
economy will reach $6 trillion this year alone, a number
so large, it would place it as the world’s third-largest
economy after the U.S. and China.

As a result, the profession is under particular pressure,
with compliance and governance put at risk on a
daily basis by the impact of cybercrime. The sector
also has to contend with the significant risks to client
confidentiality, privacy and data protection that increase
the scope for disruption and damage.
In response, experts, authorities and regulatory bodies
already offer detailed advice on how law firms, for
example, can improve their approach to cybersecurity,
while there is also important guidance covering what
steps to take after a breach has been identified.
Clearly, a robust and effective response to every
security incident is critical if the profession is to
minimise the impact of cybercrime on its infrastructure,
integrity, the privacy of its work and overall data
protection. However, the emphasis on recovery also
illustrates a significant weakness across the sector: the
widespread inability to prevent attacks from succeeding
in the first place.

$6 trillion

Global cost
of cybercrime in 2021
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The Legal Sector’s Cybersecurity Blindspot
Of particular concern for anyone working in the sector
should be the protection and privacy of files and
documents, created and shared in their millions by legal
professionals worldwide. By definition, file sharing, email
attachments and downloads present an inherent risk of
security and data protection breach whenever infected
files are moved between different law firms, their clients,
barristers and the court systems.
What’s more, the legal profession is also vulnerable
to the security and data protection risks posed by the
metadata contained in every document. Not only does
this provide cyber criminals with a way to hide malware,
but file metadata can also contain sensitive client or
business information drawn from document content
itself. This significantly raises the stakes, putting data
privacy at risk and significantly increasing the likelihood
of a compliance breach.
While most organizations across the sector understand
the need to fend off these risks to improve security
and data protection, the vast majority rely on a reactive
response based around well established antivirus and
sandboxing technologies to protect their valuable files
and everything they contain.
This is effective - but only up to a point. The problem
is that nearly 70% of malware found embedded within
files is of an unknown variant when it is received,
effectively making it invisible to these reactive
cybersecurity technologies. That represents a major
gap in protection and a potentially catastrophic security
blindspot.

Antivirus
Leaves a “protection gap”
(up to 30+ days) between
patient zero and update

Sandboxing
Leaves risk exposure
from advanced malware
and disrupts business
productivity

With new malware variants appearing every few
seconds, speed of identity is of the essence. But it can
take days or even weeks for antivirus and sandboxing
solutions to be updated so they can protect files and
documents. Threat Intelligence research has uncovered
numerous examples of malware and ransomware sitting
undetected on network infrastructure for anything up to
30 days before reactive solutions are able to respond.

30 day blindspot

before reactive solutions are able to respond
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Content Disarm and Reconstruction
But there is a better way. Traditional antivirus and
sandboxing security products detect file-based risks
by scanning for malicious content before quarantining
files - they seek out ‘bad’ elements or code to provide
protection, with the inevitable gaps in security that
creates.

Instead, Content Disarm and Reconstruction (CDR)
delivers proactive cybersecurity protection that doesn’t
wait for detection. Glasswall’s CDR platform instantly
cleans and rebuilds files and documents to match
their ‘known good’ manufacturer’s standard, removing
potential threats.

“CDR neutralises all potentially malicious
content, without requiring multiple
antivirus scanning or sandboxing.”

CDR Hype Cycle Report

How it works
Glasswall uses a four stage process that de-risks every file coming into or leaving the network:

Inspect

Clean

Rebuild

Deliver

the file’s digital DNA

risky content (by policy)

to known good standard

safe, visually identical file
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The result is that users can safely access files, maintain
business continuity and remove the risk of employees
being forced to make security decisions about whether
to open a file attachment or not.
For the legal profession, the advantages of this approach
also extend beyond protection against malware. As part
of our ‘cleanse’ process, Glasswall also identifies and
sanitises the metadata contained in every document,

removing sensitive information that may compromise
client confidentiality, privacy rules or unwittingly sharing
important business information with third parties.
Built on flexible and massively scalable infrastructure,
the platform employs Compliant Kubernetes, enabling
users to spin up CDR clusters to suit demand. It’s
security hardened and compliance-ready for total peace
of mind, so security teams can drive the organisation
forward, no matter what’s ahead.

Key benefits

Security hardened and
compliance-ready for total
peace of mind

Cloud-native Kubernetesbased architecture providing
infinite scale on demand

Typical sub-second parallel
file processing

Easily set bespoke risk
criteria for how files are used
in each organization

Refreshingly easy to deploy

Reduce dependency on
sandboxing and detonation
chambers

Trusted by businesses and governments worldwide, the
Glasswall CDR platform offers a range of solutions and
services to protect files throughout the organisation.
From file sharing portals and email to website

downloads, uploads and even those shared via USB
sticks, Glasswall keeps businesses moving with instant
file protection.

glasswall.com
info@glasswall.com

